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4 A complete guide to the “radical” new inspection    
    process from September 2015

4 Key strategies for robust, yet painless, preparation 

4 A toolkit to maintain or exceed your “Good” rating   
    under proportionate inspections 
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The new challenge to schools from Ofsted
An in-depth look at how the inspections will be conducted
Discover the focus will be
Understand what the possible outcomes are
Know how to prepare

Infuse your preparation with Ofsted know-how
First impressions: getting your website right (the first thing inspectors look at)
A key focus: demonstrating the breadth and balance of your curriculum 
Data: providing the most up-to-date snapshot performance
Self-evaluation: know your priorities and areas of focus
Professional dialogue: utilise the discussions between heads and inspectors
Harnessing the ‘parent factor’: awareness and appreciation of their views
Next steps: use these inspections as a springboard to Outstanding

Practical ideas for ‘light touch’ inspections
l Summary of key changes
l A map of timelines
l A checklist for preparation
l Exemplar SEFs
l How to spot the signs of decline
l An action plan to implement after notification 
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Thrive Under 
Short, Sharp 
Inspections 

“Schools and academies that were judged good at their last
section 5 inspection will no longer be subject automatically
to a full inspection every three to five years. Instead, they will 
usually receive a short inspection that will take place 
approximately every three years.”  Ofsted, 2015 

“It’s always a pleasure to go on 
 an Osiris course.” 
Alison Bennett, Felixstowe Academy


